




Here is the rapid film-winding and shut
ter-cocking lever which is actuated by a 
single thumb-flip. One stroke automati
cally winds the and cocks the shutter. 

This is the "eye" of the built-in 
electric exposure meter. The existing 
light is correctly measured and evaluated 
through this window. 

The CONTINA matic 
answers its own 
exposure problems 
almost automatically 

Thanksto the automatic inter lock between 
the photoelectric exposure meter, the 
lens diaphragm and shutter speed scale, 
you obtain correctly- exposed pictures 
right from the start. With a single manual 
adjustment you set the coupled exposure 
meter; the interlock system does the rest. 
If you are shooting a racing car, for ex
ample, a simple turn of the control ring 
adjusts the shutter speed with the corres
ponding diaphragm setting. The exposure 
is quickly and automatically established 
for the light and speed conditions. You 
simply cannot make a mistake! Your pic
tures are always correctly-exposed. Ask 
yourfavorite camera shop to demonstrate 
the features of the unique CONTI NA matico 

The CONTINA matic III 
diffe rs from the CONTIN A 
matic II only in that it 
permits the interchange 
of the Pantar £/4 wide
angle 35 mm and Pantar 
£/4 tele 75mm component 
lenses. The stereo attach
ment also fits this model. 
In all other respects, the 
models III and II are alike. 

The Contina I is the "eco
nomy" model lacking the 
built-in photoelectric ex
posu re meter of models II 
and [II. It inco rporates the 
same quality, finish and 
ruggedness which charac
terize the other models, 
and is ideal as a "second" 

camera . Fitted with Pan
tar fl2.8, 45 mm lens in 
Prontor SVS shu tter with 
speeds to 1/300th second. 

CONTI NA I 24x36 



The CONTINA matic IT is also available in this attractive gift 
kit with lkoblitz 4 BC flash unit. 

The CONTINA matic III 
BRINGS YOU TO 
THE LEVEL OF 
PROFESSIONALS 
With it you can take not only 
routine pictures, but also wide

angle, tele and stereo shots in
terchangeably and at will; and 
on the same roll of fi lm! 
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